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President's Message
by Laura B. Randall, M.S., CIH
It is truly my honor and privilege to
serve the MIHS membership as
President for 2010 - 2011 year. MIHS
has such a full and rich history, that I
bring with me a tremendous amount of
admiration and respect for our
organization.
As with any organization, it is only as good as its
members and the board who serves it. I am very
pleased to see the membership turnout at our meetings.
When I scan the room, if I do not see a few people at
one meeting, I know I am sure to see them next. The
MIHS Board offers many meetings per year, so there is
always an opportunity to attend. Our group is very
devoted and tightly knit, and we are all working toward
the same goal. Besides the learning and earning of CIH
CM points, our meetings offer the opportunity for
members to exchange ideas, brainstorm new ones, do a
little benchmarking, and even have a laugh or two.
The MIHS Board is a very dedicated and hardworking
Board. We are composed of a diverse arrangement of
Industrial Hygienists, ranging from younger to very
experienced, who bring to the table newer skills and
traditional ones. We are from different areas of
employment, including academia, industry, government,
consulting and insurance. Some are newer to MIHS,
and others have been long standing pillars of MIHS. We
have an assortment of personalities and energy. All of
these factors contribute to a complete and
comprehensive view of industrial hygiene, and allows us
to make decisions that we, as a group, feel would best
serve our membership.
With that being said, I'd like to introduce our Board to
you, and give a brief highlight of each person's
involvement. (By no means is it a comprehensive or allinclusive synopsis.) Many activities that the Board does
are transparent to the membership, so I think it is only
fitting to show how each person has given a lot of
themselves to the Board and the membership, without
asking for anything in return. I'll start with the Officers
and then go to the Board of Directors. (Please note that
only "CIH" designations will be listed.)

OFFICERS:
Past-President: Terry Fisk, CIH Terry has been a long
time member of MIHS, and has served two times as
President! She comes to us with an insurance and
health care background. She is a wonderful organizer,
and has a particular talent in bringing out the best in
every Board Member. She has orchestrated and
facilitated many meetings and events, and she is a
pleasure to work with. If you would be interested in
joining the Board, please do not hesitate to contact Terry.
She will be more than happy to discuss it with you.
Thank you, Terry, for all of your hard work throughout
the years!
President - Elect: Peggy Brady, CIH Peggy is a
relatively newer member of MIHS. She comes to us
from consulting, industry and academia. She has a
tremendous amount of energy and enthusiasm. She
listens well to the members' needs. (The President-Elect
is the person who plans and coordinates the events for
the year.) Her research on topics for the upcoming
PDCs, MIHS Mini-Conference, and other MIHS event
planning is unparalleled. She works tirelessly in her
efforts. Not only does she have a razor sharp mind, but
she is also a wonderful person, and is delightful to
work with.
Treasurer: Aaron Jacob Aaron has been a long time
Treasurer for MIHS. He comes to us from product sales
and service industry. At every Board meeting, he has
the most current treasury information, and always keeps
on top of our investments. He keeps everything
balanced in the books, and we can always rest assured
that all is in good order. Not only does he do that, but
he has also played integral parts in meetings to help
MIHS save money, for example, he suggested bringing
back vendors to the MIHS Mini-Conference. He
coordinated and arranged for all of that to help offset the
cost of the event. At the PDC at the MSC in April, he
arranged for a lot of the extras that we needed for the
event, so that we didn't need to rent them from the
conference center, again saving money. Many times, he
has chaired the committee for the MIHS Booth at the
Michigan Safety Conference (MSC). He also
continued...
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...President’s Message continued

different ways, from Best Paper Award Review, to
contributing articles to the MIHS newsletter, to working
shifts at the MIHS Booth at the MSC. The best way to
describe Andy, is that he is like an Industrial Hygiene
superhero. Any time a person on the Board needs help,
he is the first one to pitch in and help. It doesn't matter
how large or small the task is. From helping at the
registration table, to assisting people in carrying bulky
items to their cars, to volunteering to chair the Newsletter
Committee! He is an all around great guy and delightful
to work with!

coordinated for obtaining give-aways (i.e. pencils,
highlighters) at our outreach events, finding the most
economical vendor and pricing. He is also obtained many
of our speaker gifts, including coffee mugs, flash drives and
pens with the MIHS logo. Aaron is very dedicated and
hardworking, and a person we can all count on, not to
mention a pleasure to work with.
Secretary: Carrie Brown, CIH I cannot say enough
positive things about Carrie. She is a relatively newer
member of MIHS, although she has served on the Board for
several terms. She comes to us from industry. She has an
amazing amount of determination. Her ability is unmatched
in keeping track of every event, every member's record in
the database, event registrations, broadcast emails, meeting
minutes, and she fields countless other miscellaneous
questions and items for MIHS membership and Board. She
has also helped to set up the voting website for elections. A
lot of her free time and weekends is spent sorting that out.
In addition to that, she also finds time to contribute to
Student Outreach Committee, when she participates in the
annual Explorathon. She is technologically savvy, and is on
top of it all. She was selected by MIHS to attend the AIHA
Future Leaders Institute in 2006. (So watch for more great
things from her!) If all of that is not enough as it is, she is a
delight to work with, and has a wonderful personality! Next
time you see Carrie, please be sure to thank her for all that
she does. I know she will appreciate that.

Matt Macomber, CIH Matt is relatively new to the MIHS
Board, although he had served on the Board in the past.
He comes to us from industry and government. He has a
lot of enthusiasm and passion for industrial hygiene,
which makes him perfect for our Student Outreach
Committee. If you know of any career fairs at your local
schools, please don't hesitate to contact Matt, so that
MIHS has an opportunity to reach out to the younger
crowd. His zeal for industrial hygiene is motivational
and contagious!
Rich McLonis, CIH Rich has been a long time member
of MIHS, and has served on the Board for several terms.
He comes to us from insurance. He has helped out MIHS
in many different ways, from Best Paper Award Review,
to contributing articles to the MIHS newsletter, to working
shifts at the MIHS Booth at the MSC. Many times he
volunteered his place of employment to host MIHS/AIHA
TeleWebs. He also has also served as the MIHS AV-guy,
bringing his laptop and projection unit to meetings and
ensuring that all runs smoothly for our event speakers.
He has helped out at career fairs, and draws quite a
crowd with his magnetic personality. (Did you see his
picture in AIHA's The Synergist? Look on page 23 of the
April 2010 issue.) Rich is a fantastic person who always
steps up to help, despite his extensive out-of-town travel
for his work. Rich is a terrific guy to work with, and has a
wonderful sense of humor, and gets along with everyone.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Bill Cleary, CIH Bill is a long time member and pillar of
MIHS. He comes to us from government and consulting.
He has served as MIHS President from 1966-1967, and has
many times served as Secretary, Treasurer and as a Board
Member. He is an AIHA Fellow, and has been awarded the
MIHS Golden Impinger Award, which is the highest award of
distinction and honor for MIHS. He provides a historical
perspective to the Board, and has many years of Industrial
Hygiene experience. He has served as the proxy for MIHS
at the AIHce Local Sections Council meetings. He is
involved in the MIHS Best Paper Award Review. He has
worked more than his share of shifts at the MIHS Booth at
the MSC, and has chaired that committee several times.
He has been involved in almost all aspects of MIHS at one
time or another. His talent and leadership are outstanding,
valuable and irreplaceable. We are all very fortunate to
have him on the Board! Despite all of his accomplishments,
he is very humble, approachable, and has a great
personality.

Sharkey Mingela, CIH Sharkey has been a long time
member of MIHS, has served as President two times,
and has been on the Board for several terms. He comes
to us from industry and academia. He is a very active
member of the Board. He has helped out MIHS in just
about every way possible, from Best Paper Award
Review, to contributing articles to the MIHS newsletter, to
working shifts at the MIHS Booth at the MSC, to updating
the bylaws, brainstorming ideas for the Mini-Conference
and other PDCs, and obtaining candidates for elections.
He is the founder of MIHS Student Night, and continues
to coordinate that event. He is the founder of the MIHS
Merit Scholarship through the AIHF Endowment. He is
an AIHA Fellow, and has been awarded the MIHS Golden
Impinger Award, which is the highest award of distinction

Andy Crause, CIH Andy is a long time member of MIHS,
and has served on the Board for several terms. He comes
to us from consulting. He has helped out MIHS in many

continued...
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and honor for MIHS. He provides a historical perspective
to the Board, and has many years of Industrial Hygiene
experience. He has served as the proxy for MIHS at the
AIHce Local Sections Council meetings. We are all very
lucky to have him on the Board! He has a tremedous
passion for industrial hygiene, has brilliant ideas, and is
great to work with!

Secretary. She has an incredible amount of energy,
enthusiasm and passion for Industrial Hygiene. Although
she is serving in a national capacity now, she always
keeps her eye out for MIHS. She has attended our local
Board Meetings, and keeps us up to date on happenings
at the national level. She is wonderful to work with, and
we really value her support, experience and input!

Kristin Osterkamp, CIH Kristin is new to the MIHS
Board, although for the past several years she has been
serving on the AIHA Career and Employment Services
Committee. She comes to us from industry and
government. She was the first person from MIHS to be
selected to attend the AIHA Future Leaders Institute in
2005. She is very bright, and without flinching, she took
on the task of being Chair of the MIHS Website
Committee! She is very forward-thinking, and
technologically savvy, so she is a perfect fit for this
position. To top this all off, she has a delightful
personality!

Pier-George Zanoni, CIH Pier-George has been a long
time member of MIHS, has served on the Board for
several terms, and has been heading up the Best Paper
Award Committee for several years. Anyone who has
lead the Best Paper Award Committee knows how much
dedication that involves, and we cannot thank PierGeorge enough for that! He is so easy to work with, very
friendly and amiable. We are very lucky to have him on
our team! If you are interested in reviewing any JOEH
articles for the Best Paper Award process, please contact
Pier-George. We are always in need of first stage,
second stage, and final reviewers.

Graham Parr, CIH Graham is a relatively newer member
of MIHS, and has served on the Board for several terms.
He comes to us from industry. He has helped out MIHS in
many different ways, from Best Paper Award Review, to
contributing articles to the MIHS newsletter, to working
shifts at the MIHS Booth at the MSC. For the past few
years, he has worked on the MIHS Elections and Teller's
Committee, along with Carrie Brown and Jim D'Arcy, who
have all taken it to the next level. He has set up the
voting website for elections, gathered candidate bios and
photos, tracked the progress of the election, and reported
the results. He is very dedicated, focused, and is
determined to do a great job. He has a great sense of
humor, and is enjoyable to work with!

Thank you to everyone on the Board! We have a great
collection of people who all cooperate and work well
together as we move toward the same goal. We are
dedicated to serving the MIHS membership in the best
way possible. If there are any industrial hygiene
programs or topics in which you have a particular
interest, please contact me, so that I can bring them to
the Board at our next meeting.
Please mark you calendars for upcoming MIHS events.
The Mini-Conference is scheduled for October 19, 2010
at the MSU Management Education Center in Troy.
Watch for further details in the newsletter and website.
Looking forward to serving you over the next year!

Lynn Totsky Lynn is new to the MIHS Board. She comes
to us from government. She came to us with high
recommendations, and after working with her a few short
times, it is easy to see why. She is very organized,
dedicated, and bright. She is contemplative, and
considers all aspects before making decisions. She is
very good-natured. She is filling-in the one remaining
year of Peggy Brady's 2-year Board term, since Peggy
moved into the President-Elect position. We are lucky to
have Lynn on our team, and hope that she stays with us
for more years to come!

Sincerely,
Laura Randall, CIH
MIHS President

That completes our Board, but I would be remiss if I didn't
give a few honorable mentions.
Cindy Ostrowski, CIH She has been a long time
member of MIHS, has served as President, as well as
many positions on the Board, and is the current AIHA
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Mark Your Calendars
Comprehensive Industrial Hygiene
Review Course
Co-sponsored by U of M, MIHS and AIHA
September 20, 2010 - September 24, 2010
Ann Arbor, Michigan
http://www.aiha.org/education/ce/roadcourses/Page
s/CIHReview.aspx

MIHS Mini-Conference 2010
October 19, 2010
MSU Management Education Center in Troy,
Michigan
Full Day PDC.
Watch for more details.
MIHS Website Event Calendar: These, and more,
are all listed at:

MOEMA Annual Scientific Meeting 2010
Michigan Occupational Health Conference
Thomas Edison Inn
Port Huron, Michigan
October 1 and 2, 2010
http://www.moema.org/ASM.html

http://www.mihsweb.org/public_calendar.htm

PCIH 2010
Big Ideas. Big Solutions.
Fort Worth, Texas
October 9 -12, 2010
http://www.aiha.org/pcih09/default.htm
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2010 Golden Impinger Award
by Laura B. Randall, M.S., CIH - MIHS President

The recipient of the 2010 Golden
Impinger Award is Sarunas
Mingela, PhD, CIH. Dr. Mingela
received the Golden Impinger
Award at the Annual MIHS
Business Meeting and
President's Breakfast held at
Meadow Brook Hall in Rochester,
Michigan on March 22, 2010.

industrial hygiene. His
accomplishments have been
recognized by his peers as
outstanding contributions to the
AIHA and to the profession.
He Has A True Appreciation for
the Field of Industrial Hygiene
He has a true appreciation for the field of Industrial
Hygiene, from its rich history to the present day. He
has written many articles on this in the past MIHS
newsletters, for example, the Fall 2006 President's
Message and Summer 2009 "Is it MIHS or MISH?".
These are posted on the MIHS website.

Dr. Mingela is a long time contributor and member of
MIHS and AIHA. He retired from Ford Motor several
years ago and is currently serving as an associate
professor at Wayne State University. Here are a few
highlights of his extensive contributions:

(Link: http://www.mihsweb.org/Newsletter.php )

Recognition He developed a special tradition of
recognition to extraordinary Industrial Hygienists
through the Golden Impinger Award. Prior recipients
included: Don Hart PhD in 2008; and Bill Cleary,
Leonard Jensen PhD, Edward Kerfoot PhD, Gene X.
Korsha, and Gerald Sattelmeier in 2007. He
established a Special Service Award for people who
have made outstanding contributions or who have
provided special service to the field of Industrial
Hygiene. (Please see page 3 of the Fall 2006 MIHS newsletter,

Service He has twice served the position of
President of MIHS from 2006-2007, and 1984-1985.
He has served as Board Member for several twoyear terms. He has actively participated in the MIHS
committees, including Best Paper Award reviews,
contributed many articles to the MIHS newsletter,
updating the bylaws, coordinating MIHS Student
Night, brainstorming ideas for the Mini-Conference
and other PDCs, obtaining candidates for elections,
and many more items listed below.

link: http://mihsweb.org/media/fall2006.pdf )

Leadership Dr. Mingela showed well-developed
leadership skills during the MIHS Board Meetings
and during his MIHS Presidency. He had a clear
vision for what he wanted to accomplish and enlisted
the entire Board on various tasks to make that
happen. He also spent a large amount of his own
time and effort in accomplishing tasks, leading by
example. (Please see further discussion below on
MIHS Best Student Award, AIHF Endowment, Golden
Impinger award, and Special Service Award, all
initiated by Dr. Mingela.)

Support of Younger/Future Industrial Hygienists
He established the MIHS Best Student Award in 1984,
when he first served at MIHS President. (Link:
http://www.mihsweb.org/Best_Student_Award.php)
For several years, he has been contributing his own,
personal money to the MIHS Matching Grants to
Universities program. (Link:
http://www.mihsweb.org/Matching_Grants.php ).

He encouraged, and supported the attendance of
Carrie Brown, and me, to the AIHA Future Leaders
Institute in the Fall of 2006. (Please see page 7 of the Fall

Recognition By Peers Dr. Mingela is recognized by
his peers, by being awarded the American Industrial
Hygiene Association (AIHA) Fellow status. Only five
percent of the AIHA membership can qualify for the
Fellow Award, which is given to those individuals who
have made significant contributions to the field of

2006 MIHS newsletter, link: http://mihsweb.org/media/fall2006.pdf )

Also, he worked very hard to establish the Michigan
Industrial Hygiene Society Merit Scholarship through
the AIHF Endowment.
(Please see pages 10 & 11 of the MIHS Winter 2006 newsletter, link:
http://mihsweb.org/media/winter2006.pdf )
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Organization Dr. Mingela is very organized. When
serving as President during MIHS Board Meetings he
had a specific agenda to cover, and very little time was
wasted during the meetings. The tempo of the meetings
was quick, and it was a productive use of time. A lot
was accomplished during that time period. During the
MIHS-hosted events for the membership, everything ran
smoothly, especially during events where there were
multiple speakers, for example, at the MIHS MiniConference, and the MIHS Student Night.

Golden Impinger Award Criteria
The criteria for consideration for a Golden Impinger are
rigorous. For example the candidate must have:
• worked full time as an industrial hygienist for 20 or more
years;
• made consistent and significant contribution as an
industrial hygiene leader, teacher, researcher, mentor, or
innovator;
• contributed to improving and increasing the visibility of
industrial hygiene in Michigan and elsewhere;
• demonstrated leadership and cooperation in the
professional and non-professional communities;
• been recognized and respected by his/her peers and
related professional organizations; and
• not previously received an MIHS Golden Impinger.

Work Experience Dr. Mingela has over 30 years of IH
work experience at Ford Motor Company.
It is easy to see why he was selected by the MIHS
Board as the 2010 recipient of the Golden Impinger
Award.
Congratulations to Sharkey Mingela from all of the MIHS
membership!

AIHA Fellow Announcement
MIHS extends its congratulations to two of our own
who have distinguished themselves. Daniel C.
Maser, CSP, CIH, ROH, and Robert Lieckfield, Jr.,
CIH, have been awarded AIHA Fellow Status for
2010. Dan is a long time MIHS members and
Past-President of MIHS. Bob is also a long-time
MIHS member and has served as an MIHS officer.
Fellow status is limited to no more than 5 percent
of the AIHA membership and is awarded to those
individuals that have contributed significantly to the
field of industrial hygiene.
Congratulations Bob and Dan.

The MIHS Website:An Excellent IH Resource

www.MIHSweb.org
As an MIHS member, our Web site is at your disposal 24/7 with news, views and more. Features
include Job Postings and Links to IH related Event and Activities.
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Great Courses, Great Instructors,
and a Great Way to Earn CM Points
By: Peggy Brady

MIHS plans several learning
opportunities throughout the year.
AIHA TeleWebs are sponsored,
PDCs are planned, and the annual
Mini-Conference is held every
October. Many members take
advantage of these opportunities to not only keep
well informed, but earn CM points. This Spring,
two PDCs were conducted.

Dr. John Mulhausen teach a full house at the
Radisson in Lansing
The day before the Michigan Safety Conference,
MIHS in conjunction with WMIHS, and University of
Michigan - Center for Occupational Health and
Safety Engineering sponsored the PDC deal of the
decade. Advancements in Exposure Assessment Improving Data Interpretation and Professional
Judgment Using Bayesian Decision Analysis was
presented by Dr. John Mulhausen. This course is
offered at AIHce for $375 and we were able to offer
it for only $75. An all day PDC sometimes raises
concerns about content and if it might get a bit
boring. WOW, not this one. Dr. Mulhausen did an
incredible job. He reminded us all of the simple
statistic rules we tend to forget. He compared and
contrasted traditional statistics to Bayesian statistics
and he introduced a program to assist us in making
decisions with respect to sampling results. It was
very clear to all attendees why this course has
been rated in the top 10 PDC courses for several
years at the AIHce.

Emerging Issues in Air Sampling
Aaron Jacob begins with introductions
On March 22nd, in connection with the annual
Past-President's Breakfast, Ms. Debbie Dieritch
from SKC, conducted an info packed, half-day
PDC. The topic was Emerging Issues in Air
Sampling and three main topics were covered.
Debbie addressed 'Hot Topics in Air Quality'
including school zone initiatives which covered
new programs to monitor air contaminants around
schools. She also addressed new medical
applications for breath analysis. In her second
topic, she addressed the role of health and safety
professionals in Green Buildings. Her final topic
was vapor intrusion from chemicals and gases and
the multi-disciplinary approach needed to address
problems. Not only did the attendees receive a lot
of great information, the PDC also earned them
0.67 CM points.

New programs are continually being planned.
Please see the Mark You Calendar section of this
Newsletter and consult the web-site for additions.
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Tales from the Gulf

Matching Grants to
Universities

by Andy Crause, CIH
One of the reasons this Summer's MIHS

Please visit our website www.MIHSweb.org.
Click on the Matching Grants side bar link to find
out how you can contribute to the Matching
Grants to Universities Program.

Newsletter is so late is that I (your
newsletter maker-upper) have spent a
substantial portion of my Summer in and
around Mobile, AL, working on the cleanup
of the BP oil spill, which you may have read
about. There are something like 20,000 people engaged in

Looking for new job
opportunities?

this effort and my firm is assisting with safety and hygiene
for this large work force. First of all, if I ever decide to move
to the planet Mercury, I will be somewhat acclimated. Heat
stress is clearly the biggest health and safety concern

Be sure to frequently check the job-posting page
on the MIHS website.

throughout the Gulf, whether on the beach or out in a boat,
and most of the people doing the labor are just everyday

Go to www.MIHSweb.org, and click on the NEW
lefthand sidebar link "IH Job Postings".

people who may or may not be used to doing several hours
of raking and shoveling per day in the oppressive heat, day
in and day out.

Live Online Video Technical
Support from Argus-HAZCO

For the most part, I have been in the Incident Command
Center in Mobile (there is a larger "IC" in Houma, LA as
well), which is populated by Coast Guard; Army; Navy; Air
Force; NOAA; US Parks Service; OSHA; EPA; all the state

Now with all Argus-HAZCO
instrument purchases and
rentals you will receive Free
Online video support for those
tricky issues that are difficult
to explain over the phone.

wildlife and environmental agencies for AL, FL, and MS;
consultants galore; and BP people from all over the world. I
never served in the military, but those who have served that
are involved in this adventure assure me that this bears a
close resemblance to a military operation (minus guns and
barking of orders). What truly amazes me (aside from the

Here’s how it works...

you-gotta-be-kidding-me heat) is that I can spot a jerk a

1. Our technician determines that your support call requires a live
video demonstration.
2. You will be instructed to login at our LiveTech Web site - all
you will need is Internet access and a browser.
3. Once on the LiveTech site you will have a video window to view
the technicians instructions - all in real time.

mile a way, and of the hundreds of people I have met down
there, I have yet to meet one. The cleanup effort is simply
a very daunting task that is going to take a very long time
and everyone is working as hard as they can without regard

It’s that simple. Argus-HAZCO’s unique LiveTech program
is perfect for technical support, including:

to what happened and whose fault it was.

 Instrument Calibration Support

I hope to put together some sort of presentation or PDC

 Explaining Product Updates

about the IH and safety concerns/efforts in the Gulf for next

 Instruction for Equipment Settings

Winter or Spring. I am not at liberty to discuss any specifics

 Simple Repair & Service Issues

at the moment, but OSHA has all sorts of information
regarding sampling data, etc. at
http://www.osha.gov/oilspills/. The official website of the

Call 800-327-4260 | www.argus-hazco.com

Unified Command is at

Live support provided by

http://www.deepwaterhorizonresponse.com.
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Thomas Peters and Six Co-Authors
Receive MIHS Best Paper Award
At the 2010 AIHce in Toronto

Pier-George Zanoni,
PE, CSP, CIH,
MIHS Best Paper
Award Chair

Dr. Thomas Peters of the University of Iowa was on hand in Denver at the annual American Industrial Hygiene
Conference & Expo to receive the MIHS 2009 Best Paper Award for the JOEH article entitled "Airborne Monitoring to
Distinguish Engineered Nanomaterials from Incidental Particles for Environmental Health and Safety" A
commemoroative award plaque was given to Dr. Peters by Bill Cleary, CIH on behalf of MIHS at the AIHA Volunteer
Reception Tuesday evening of the conference.

MIHS Best Paper Award 2009
Journal of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene Feb 2009

Airborne Monitoring to Distinguish
Engineered Nanomaterials from Incidental
Particles for Environmental Health and Safety
Thomas M. Peters, Sherrie Elzey, Ronald Johnson,
Heaweon Park, Vicki H. Grassian, Patrick O'Shaughnessy,
The University of Iowa and Tabitha Maher, Altair Nanotechnologies

The MIHS Best Paper Award was established in 1957 to acknowledge significant contributions in occupational health
research to the Industrial Hygiene profession. Published articles in the combined Journal of Occupational and
Environmental Hygiene (JOEH) are evaluated by MIHS Best Paper Award committee members for nomination to
receive the Best Paper Award. Certainly, this year's winning paper embodies the style, originality, and significance to
the work of the IH profession which are the hallmark's of so many of the past MIHS best papers.
Please join the members of the MIHS Best Paper committee in giving this years winners our congratulations and best
wishes for success in their future research on this topic.
(Pier-George Zanoni, PE, CSP, CIH, MIHS Best Paper Award Chair)
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University Links
Oakland University

Wayne State University

Masters in Safety Management Program:

Masters Program OEHS:

http://www2.oakland.edu/shs/osh/mssm.cfm

http://www.cphs.wayne.edu/oehs/msdegree.php

Bachelors in OSH:

College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences:

http://www2.oakland.edu/shs/osh/program.cfm

http://www.cphs.wayne.edu/oehs/index.php

Bachelors in Environmental Science:
http://www2.oakland.edu/esp/
University of Michigan
Masters Program in IH:
http://www.sph.umich.edu/ehs/ih/
School of Public Health:
http://www.sph.umich.edu/index.html

COMPREHENSIVE INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE REVIEW

The Comprehensive Industrial Hygiene Review is a

Attendees benefit from interaction with more than a

4.5-day course that provides an intensive, high-level

dozen experts covering industrial hygiene topics.

review of a wide range of industrial hygiene topics.

The next offering will be September 20-24, 2010.
This program is co-sponsored by the American

This program is offered twice annually in Ann Arbor,

Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA), the Michigan

Michigan and has gained the reputation of being one

Industrial Hygiene Society, and the University of

of the premier programs for people needing to

Michigan. Registration is handled through the AIHA.

broaden or refresh their industrial hygiene

Detailed information is available at the following

knowledge base or to focus their efforts on

AIHA website:

professional certification.

http://www.aiha.org/Content/CE/road/CIHReview.htm
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2010-2011 Officers and Executive Board
MIHS Officers

MIHS Board Members
Bill Cleary, CIH
VCS
Tel: 517-351-2399
Email: clearywmax@aol.com
Term: 2008-2012

PRESIDENT
Laura B. Randall, CIH
Enviroair Consultants, Inc./Argus Group
Tel: 586-840-3230 / Fax: 586-840-3231
E-mail: lrandall@askenviroair.com
Term: 2010-2011

Andy Crause, CIH
Bureau Veritas
Tel: 248-344-2660
E-mail: acrause@us.bureauveritas.com
Term: 2009-2011

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Peggy Brady, CIH
Brady & Associates, Inc.
Tel: 313-563-6489
Email: bradyassociates@comcast.net
Term: 2010-2011

Matthew Macomber, CIH
State of Michigan DELEG
MIOSHA General Industry Safety &
Health Division
Tel: 989-758-1515
Email: macomberm@michigan.gov
Term: 2010-2012

TREASURER
Aaron Jacob
Argus-Hazco
Tel: 586-840-3200 / Fax: 586-840-3201
E-mail: ajacob@argus-hazco.com
Term: 2010-2011

Rich McLonis, CIH
Marsh USA, Inc.
Tel: 313-393-6812
Fax: 313.393.6758
E-mail: richard.mclonis@marsh.com
Term: 2009-2011

SECRETARY
Carrie Brown, CIH
General Motors
Tel: 248-255-7614 / Fax: 586-986-2281
Email: carrieziehl.brown@gm.com
Term: 2009 - 2011

Sharkey Mingela, CIH
Wayne State University
Tel: 313-577-1714
Email: rsmingela@wayne.edu
Term: 2008-2012

PAST-PRESIDENT
Terry Fisk, CIH
Trinity Health
Tel: 248-489-6169 / Fax: 248-489-6167
Email: fiskt@trinity-health.org
Term: 2010-2011

Kristin Osterkamp, CIH
State of Michigan DELEG
MIOSHA Consultation, Education &
Training Division
Tel: 248-349-5191
Email: osterkampk@michigan.gov
Term: 2010-2012

MIHS Organizational Members
Each year the activities of the MIHS have been
supported by our Organizational Members. The MIHS
appreciates the support and generosity of our
Organizational Members.

Graham Parr, CIH
General Motors
Tel: 734-341-9066
Email: graham.parr@gm.com
Term: 2009-2011

Anderson Consulting Associates, Inc.
Argus Group/Argus Hazco
Bureau Veritas
Chrysler
DTE Energy Resources
Fibertec Industrial Hygiene Services, Inc
Performance Environmental Services, Inc.
SKC, Inc.

Lynn Totsky
State of Michigan DELEG
MIOSHA General Industry Safety &
Health Division
Tel: 734-634-1822
Email: lynntots@yahoo.com
Term: 2010-2011
(Filling in 1-year remaining in Peggy Brady’s term.)

For questions or comments on the newsletter please contact
Andy Crause at andrew.crause@us.bureauveritas.com.

For questions or comments on the MIHS website, please contact
Carrie Brown, MIHS Secretary at secretarymihs@gmail.com.
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